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Cylinder rescue
Low compression doesn’t always require
cylinder removal
BY MIKE BUSCH
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II was in the shop, and he was not happy.
The shop had just done a compression test
on the airplane’s two Continental TSIO360-EB3B engines and had given Sam
some unwelcome news.
“Compression on left number 4 is
35/80 and right number 3 is 31/80,” Sam
reported to us at Savvy Aviation. “These
engines are factory rebuilds installed in
2014, and they’ve been flying about 150 to
200 hours per year. The left engine had
cylinder number 4 replaced less than 1,100
hours ago and now needs to be replaced
again. The right engine had cylinder number 3 replaced only 500 hours ago and now
needs to be replaced again. Apparently, I
am doing something drastically wrong
with these engines. It cannot be normal
to have to replace nine cylinders in 1,750
hours—two of them twice! What am I
doing wrong?”
Repetitive cylinder removals like
the ones Sam experienced often trigger
such guilt feelings, but usually they’re
not the fault of the owner or pilot. More
likely they’re the fault of trigger-happy
mechanics who were trained that low
compression automatically requires
removing the cylinder.
It doesn’t. What it does require is a
good borescope inspection to determine
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the cause of the low compression. Once
the reason for the low compression has
been established, it is often possible to
remediate the problem without removing the cylinder, particularly if it has been
caught early enough.

Borescope, please!
We asked Sam for high-resolution borescope images for both engines, both the
good cylinders and the bad ones: cylinder
walls, piston crowns, exhaust valve faces
(viewed straight on), exhaust valve seats
and stems (shot with the exhaust valve
fully open), and anything else noteworthy.
Since 2003, Continental has required
a borescope inspection any time a compression test is done. This guidance was
originally in Service Bulletin SB03-3,
but has now been incorporated into the
Continental Motors Standard Practice
Maintenance Manual M-0. The borescope inspection is quick and easy, and
something that an aircraft owner can do
on his own recognizance as preventive
maintenance.
If the borescope images revealed that
the exhaust valve was burned, he’d need
to take action, we advised Sam. If it wasn’t
burned too badly, he might be able to save
it by lapping the valve and seat in place
and replacing the rotator cap. However, if
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Low-time cylinder (right engine #3) with
excellent 70/80 compression.

Right engine cylinder number 3, compression
is 31/80.

Left engine cylinder number 4, compression is
35/80.

the valve didn’t appear burned under the
borescope, then Continental says to fly the
aircraft for at least 45 minutes and then recheck the compression hot.
“My A&P doesn’t have a decent borescope…but I do!” Sam replied. “After
attending some of Mike’s talks at EAA
AirVenture in Oshkosh, I bought a
ViVidia Ablescope VA-400 for less than
$250, and I am doing the borescope
inspection myself with my A&P looking
over my shoulder.”
I was starting to really like Sam. I wish
all aircraft owners were that proactive
with their maintenance.

crosshatch left. We recommend lapping that valve in place using some valve
grinding compound. We’ve had good
luck rescuing low-compression cylinders
using this procedure.” A nice write-up of
the lapping procedure by my colleague
Paul New, an A&P/IA, is available at bit.
ly/exhaustvalvelapping.
We told him there was a good chance
the exhaust valve rotator cap was worn,
too, which could cause the valve not to
rotate properly. This might be the reason it was starting to burn. After the valve
lapping was complete, we recommended
installing a new rotator cap while reassembling the valve train. Then repeat the
compression test. “If it is up in the passing range—at least 45/80—then fly it and
re-test it hot and we bet it comes up even
more,” I told him. “We’re quite optimistic
about recuing this cylinder without having to remove it.”
Then Sam showed us the other cylinder his mechanic said needed to be pulled:
cylinder number 4 of the left engine. “The
compression reading was 35/80 and it
seemed to be leaking past the rings.”
“That exhaust valve looks good,” I
told Sam, “but the barrel of this one looks
quite worn with very little crosshatch
and some shiny spots. We’re less optimistic about saving this one, but before we
give up on it we’d suggest performing an
oil control ring solvent flush procedure
to wash the accumulated gunk out of the
piston ring grooves and hopefully allow
the rings to seal better.” We provided
Sam the details of our recommended

solvent flush procedure, which you can
find at bit.ly/solventflush.

What the scope saw
Not long afterward, Sam sent a veritable gallery of excellent digital borescope
images. On cylinder number 5 of the right
engine—one of the good ones, with compression of 70/80—the exhaust valve
looked perfectly symmetrical, and the cylinder wall had a beautiful crosshatch. It
almost looked brand new.
“Well it certainly should,” said Sam.
“The shop replaced that cylinder last year,
and it has less than 300 hours on it.
“Now, here’s cylinder number 3 of the
right engine, one of the ones my mechanic
says needs to be replaced because the
compression is only 31/80 with air audibly leaking out the tailpipe.”
“That exhaust valve is definitely in
trouble,” I told Sam, “but it’s still in the
early stages and I believe it can be saved
without removing the cylinder. The barrel looks in good shape with plenty of

Unfamiliar and skittish
“My A&P has never done the lapping of
the exhaust valve in place,” Sam said. “He
says he’s heard about the procedure but
is somewhat skittish to try it. He says
he’s also never done the ring flush procedure and never heard of it before. I told
him I thought it couldn’t hurt to try these
things, and that if he botches it then we
just replace the cylinder. He still seems
reluctant. With the known low compressions on both engines, I guess the airplane
is no longer airworthy so I can’t fly it to
another A&P.”
“Lapping of the valve is a finishing process whenever valves or seats are worked
on,” I explained. “It’s completely routine
so far as processes go, although most A&Ps
have never done it unless they do cylinder
repairs or work in an engine shop. As you
say, if your mechanic attempts the lapping
and the compression does not improve,
then cylinder removal is the next step. It’s
certainly worth a shot.”
The solvent flush procedure is simple: remove the top spark plug, rotate the
propeller to bring the piston to bottomdead-center, pour the solvent mixture
through the spark plug hole to fill the combustion chamber, replace the top spark
plug, and then pull the prop to force the
solvent past the rings. Lather, rinse and
repeat a few times. Then drain the solventcontaminated oil and service the engine
with fresh oil. “This is something you
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Continental parts catalog diagram, with rotocoil circled.

could do yourself under your preventive
maintenance authority,” I said. “There’s
nothing to lose by trying it.”

Plan B
“Good news,” Sam posted the next day.
“I found another mechanic who is familiar with the lapping procedure and quite
comfortable doing it. He lapped the right
engine number 3 exhaust valve twice, and
now the compression in that cylinder is
60/80. He repeated the compression test
with the valve rotated to various positions
and it remained consistent.”
“Very promising!” I told Sam. “Did
the mechanic install the valve springs
with a new rotator cap? That may be
the root of the problem. Make sure he
installed a new one.”
“The mechanic says the rotator cap
applies only to Lycoming engines and
that Continentals do not have a rotator
cap,” Sam said.
“That’s not quite true, but we may
just have a terminology problem,” I
explained. Continental refers to the
rotator cap in its parts catalog as a
98
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“rotocoil.” We gave him the part number for his TSIO-360-EB3B. Sam said
the valve springs looked OK, but he
decided to replace them along with
the rotocoil since the valve train was
already apart.
“The ring flush procedure was carried out on left engine cylinder number
4. After it was completed the [cold] compression was up to 58/80 which is very
encouraging indeed,” he said. “Once
everything is back together, we’ll do a
long-ish ground run and then re-check
compression. If all looks good, then I will
do a test flight on Wednesday for about
an hour and then we’ll do yet another
compression test hot.”

Proof of the pudding
A few days later, Sam reported: “Results
of the hot compression test after 15 minutes of flying at 85 percent to 90 percent
power….Right engine number 3 [previously 31/80 with exhaust valve issue]
measured 73/80! Left engine number 4
[previously 35/80 with ring issue] measured 63/80. Amazing…and thank you!”
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“By the way,” said Sam, “it was interesting watching the mechanics shift
their approach as this unfolded. My
A&P has a very low-quality borescope
that he seldom uses. He watched as I did
the borescope inspection myself using
the ViVidia VA-400 that I purchased at
Oshkosh, and he was amazed at the quality of the images and the scope’s ability
to articulate the camera back toward the
valves. His parting comment was, ‘I gotta
get me one of those things!’”
Sam’s experience is a perfect example of something that we see so often: So
many A&Ps who work on GA aircraft are
spring-loaded to remove cylinders that
flunk the compression test, rather than
using the borescope to identify the issues
and trying to resolve them without cylinder removal. As Sam’s experience shows,
there are minimally invasive methods
that can dramatically reduce maintenance costs, downtime, and the risk of
maintenance-induced failures associated
with cylinder removal.
If the borescope reveals things are
too far gone, then cylinder removal may
be necessary. But often it isn’t. If the cylinder can be rescued without removal,
that’s always the best option. When in
doubt, it’s worth a shot.
mike.busch@savvyaviation.com
savvyaviation.com

Travel with
Confidence
Emergency Assistance Plus®
(EA+®) provides critical services if
you get sick or hurt while traveling
within the U.S. or around the
world. AOPA endorses an
emergency travel assistance
program that provides
medical transportation
services to get members
the care they need,
and get them home
safely. With one call,
members can activate
an essential package
of support services, all
vital in an emergency.

NEGOTIATED ANNUAL RATES:
$114 Member Only Protection or $144 Member + Family Protection
SERVICES OFFERED*
• Emergency Medical Evacuation
by ground or air ambulance, if
deemed medically necessary, to
get you to a more appropriate
hospital
• Transportation Home after
hospitalization via a one-way airline
ticket
• Nurse Escort if deemed medically
necessary, to ensure ongoing medical
care during your trip home
• Vehicle Return if your documented
medical condition prohibits it
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• Plus 20 More Travel Assistance
Services

Every month, experts Mike Busch,
Paul New, and Colleen Sterling
answer your toughest aviation
maintenance questions on our Ask
the A&Ps podcast. Submit your
questions to podcasts@aopa.org.
aopa.org/news-and-media/
podcasts/podcasts/ask-the-a-and-ps
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• Aircraft Return*
(option to ADD — just
$50 more per year!)
Within the U.S.,
Canada, and Mexico

“The doctor told me my injury
required surgery ... that’s when
we called EA+. They arranged
and provided, at no cost to me,
airline tickets home for me and
my husband, and also a nurse
to care for me on the trip back!
EA+ kept their promise and got
us home safely.”
Anita F., AOPA Member
“I was involved in a serious
accident in Mexico. EA+ got me
to a trauma hospital that could
treat me in the U.S. My injuries
required that I go to rehab
for several months. EA+ also
arranged and provided for, at no
cost to me, a certified pilot to
return my aircraft back home.
EA+ is awesome for anyone
traveling!”
Eddie S., AOPA Member

*This is only an outline of the plan’s features. Hospitalization (admitted as an inpatient) is
a requirement to be eligible for some services. All services must be arranged and provided
by EA+. Please read your Member Guide carefully to understand all the services available to
you, as well as any rules and regulations.

AOPA Emergency Assistance Plus Program

For more information, call 1.844.603.0568 or visit us online at
www.AOPA.org/EAPlus
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